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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It is an understatement to say that hospitality has had a tough year. Covid-19 has challenged
the industry more than hospitality industry professionals could ever have imagined, with
resilient leaders now looking to reopen their businesses in a still-unsure environment. Innovative
hotel businesses that survive and thrive will be looking to reassure customers, offer great value
and offers, provide a safe environment for guests and staff, save money, and make it as easy
as possible for the industry to get back on its feet.
That’s why digital solutions are the future, with platforms offering automated check-in and
management, keyless access, and giving guests unparalleled personalization and customer
service options through their smartphones or device browser. These allow hoteliers to cut staff
costs, reduce in-person contact, manage cleaning and maintenance remotely, and oversee the
entire process from check-in to check-out, without having to be on site or relying on staff being
paid to wait around or be with guests in-person.

OUR STUDY
We surveyed professionals across the hospitality industry on their thoughts and priorities over
the next 12-24 months to ensure that we understand the industry’s goals and can help you
modernize and thrive as the travel and hospitality industries begin to bloom once more. These
professionals included a mix of property managers, boutique hotel owners, serviced
aparthotel owners, professional hosts, property managers, large hotel owners, and hostel
owners.
The results show that not only are automation and keyless check-in a top priority, but hotels
are also seeking to use technology to replace front desks, keep costs low, and provide highquality, streamlined experiences for modern guests who now expect efficient and digital
services on-demand via their smartphone.
We have identified five key trends for 2021-2022 and beyond, which prove that savvy
hoteliers and short-term rental operators are set to invest in automated systems more than
ever in the coming years.
Our survey results show that many forward-thinking hotels are already ahead of this curve
when it comes to automation and technology, and proving just how important keyless
systems are for modern hotel owners and their guests. Staying alert to changes in the industry
and the changing future of hotels, as travel begins to open up again in the coming months,
has never been more paramount.
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LETTER FROM THE CEO,
STEVE DAVIS
The hospitality industry is at a major
crossroads, as smart technology becomes
ever more important. The global pandemic
has merely accelerated the trend; guest
behavior has been shifting in this direction for
years, with new technologies providing
exciting new opportunities in the months and
years to come.
Hospitality has not always been seen as a
“tech-forward” sector, but all that’s changing.
Guests now expect a frictionless experience
and want elegant software that works. We
ignore the box office when booking tickets for
a concert, we skip the airline counter when
flying, and there’s no sales counter when
buying an iPhone at an Apple store. So why
would we not develop a better version of the
front desk?
For the past few years, one of the biggest
buzzwords in travel has been “seamless”,
envisioned as a utopian experience in which
every moment of a journey—before, during
and after a trip— happens effortlessly and yet
is customized to the needs and interests of the
traveler.
But “seamless” has now also become
“contactless”. As consumers look to travel
again post-pandemic, safety is their primary
concern, and contactless technology is now a
top priority. But hoteliers and short-term rental
operators need to balance digital ingenuity
with a human touch. The focus is not
transactional, but experiential.

Keyless does not mean faceless, awkward, or
cold. I believe technology is about delivering
a seamless and memorable experience that
connects the guest, manager, and service
providers under one single operating system.
Technology is no longer a ‘nice to have’ but
an absolute necessity for any hospitality
business looking to stay relevant and
competitive. The companies that make the
switch will ultimately deliver the most
memorable and pleasing guest experiences,
with joined-up, customer-centric technology
that changes with guest behaviors, habit
changes, and post-Covid expectations.
As we look ahead to the next 12 months and
beyond, we’ll see the trends we’ve identified
in our research become more and more
apparent, revolutionizing the landscape for
years to come, and setting a new standard
for hotel operations today and tomorrow.
At Operto, we don’t see our customers simply
as “clients” but as our partners. We work with
you side-by-side to ensure that you can
make the switch to automation technology as
easily and simply as possible, with zero fuss
or excess costs.
Simple, powerful, delightful
That’s what Operto is all about.

technology.

STEVE DAVIS
CEO, Operto Guest Technologies
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DATA FINDINGS

The 5 trends for
2021-2022
and beyond

TREND #1

AUTOMATION IS
A MAJOR
PRIORITY FOR
MODERN
HOTELIERS AND
SHORT-TERM
RENTAL
OPERATORS

Firstly, our results showed that a
significant
85.9%
of
respondents
questioned said that “using technology
to automate operations was a priority
for them in the next two years”, while a
similar 82.4% said that implementing
“keyless technology” was also a priority
for them in the next two years.
It’s clear that using technology to
automate operations is a major task on
the to-do lists of hoteliers and shortterm property operators, and those that
thrive will make that shift within the next
two years.

This is the way the industry is
going—and it will no longer be
a “nice to have” for hotels, but
a key priority and a major part
of modernizing, surviving, and
thriving in today’s environment.
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IS USING
TECHNOLOGY TO
AUTOMATE
OPERATIONS A
PRIORITY FOR YOU
IN THE NEXT TWO
YEARS?

NO
14.1%

YES
85.9%

NO
17.6%

IS USING KEYLESS
TECHNOLOGY A
PRIORITY FOR YOU
IN THE NEXT 2
YEARS?

YES
82.4%
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TREND #2

THE REPLACEMENT OF
THE TRADITIONAL FRONT
DESK (RIP FRONT DESK!)

A huge 76% of respondents who
still have front desk staff say
they plan to reduce staff
significantly in the next 12
months, by at least 25% if not
more.
A full 25% of those with front desk staff
said that they plan to “completely
replace front desk staff with technology”
in the next year, showing that reducing
staff is a top priority moving forward.
Crucially, this does not mean that hotels
will switch to having no staff at all. In
most cases, it will mean that the staff are
freed from their static places behind a
front desk, and are instead free to help
guests in a more efficient, personalized
way. Staff can go to guests, rather than
the other way around, and cater to their
requests and needs faster and more
efficiently.
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU PLAN TO IMPLEMENT IN THE
NEXT YEAR?
30

20

10

0

Completely
replace
with technology

By 25-50%

By 50-75%

By up to 25%

Keep front desk
staff as is

This is yet more proof that reducing hotel staff is a major trend and something hotels need to be
aware of to keep up with the modern hotel industry and guest expectations.

Front desk staff changes over the past 12 months
In the past 12 months, 24.5% of respondents said they had already replaced front desk staff
with technology.
Yet, of those who still have some front desk staff, in the past 12 months, 33% said they had not
made any changes in front desk staff in the past year. That’s a missed opportunity to update
and modernize their hotel for the new post-Covid future.
Of those who had reduced front desk staff, but not removed them completely:
21% had reduced them by 25-50%
14% had reduced by 25-75%
5% had reduced by up to 25%
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAVE YOU ALREADY DONE IN THE
LAST YEAR?
25
20
15
10
5
0
Reduced front desk
staff by 25-75%

Reduced front desk
staff by 25-50%

Reduced front desk
staff by up to 25%

Increase staff

This shows that the market is rapidly changing and embracing new
technology, with most hotels either having already reduced front desk staff
already or seeking to make significant changes in the next 12 months and
beyond.
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And yet, despite technology and
keyless entry being a priority
and on the cards for the
majority of our respondents,
most do not want to increase
investment too much and are
keen to keep the costs low for
maintaining profit margins for
security
and
long-term
sustainability.
Of those who plan to invest in keyless
and property automation technology in
the next two years:
17% plan to invest 10% more, or less
34% plan to invest 11-25% more
26% plan to invest 26-50% more
12% plan to invest 76-100% more

TREND #3

HOTELIERS
AND SHORTTERM RENTAL
OPERATORS
WILL
PRIORITIZE
PROFIT
MARGIN OVER
REVENUE
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IN THE NEXT TWO YEARS, HOW MUCH DO YOU PLAN TO
INCREASE INVESTMENTS IN KEYLESS TECHNOLOGY AND
PROPERTY AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY?

40

30

20

10

0
Plan to invest 76100% more

Plan to invest 5175% more

Plan to invest 2650% more

Plan to invest 11- Plan to invest 10%
25% more
more, or less than
that

Clearly, the hoteliers and short-term rental operators surveyed are willing
to invest a certain amount to implement automation and keyless
technology and realize this will cost a little more, but most are not looking
to blow the budget or invest significantly.
In fact, while it may appear to be a higher upfront cost in the short-term, in the long-term, an
automated hotel that requires less manual work and eliminates inefficiencies will save
significant money.
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TREND #4

GUESTS NOW
EXPECT
AUTOMATED
AND
CONTACTLESS

Automated and virtual check-in isn’t
just about making the lives of hoteliers
and short-term rental operators easier
or saving money. It’s also about what
guests have come to expect more and
more, and giving them a super-easy,
on-demand, streamlined experience.

As the data shows, twice as
many guests now expect to
check in digitally rather than
using a traditional front desk,
and almost half of our
respondents said that their
guests either expect it or prefer
it.
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IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT DO GUESTS EXPECT REGARDING
FRONT DESK OPERATIONS IN THE NEXT YEAR?
40

30

20

10

0
They expect to be able to
virtually check in. The front
desk is a thing of the past.

They'd prefer to be able to
virtually check in, but don't
expect it.

They expect to have a human
at the front desk.

While 43.5% said that their guests “appreciate” keyless technology and automation even if they
don’t yet “expect it”, more than a third (35.3%) of our respondents said that guests are coming
to “expect” automated and keyless check-in, and almost two in five (17.6%) even said that such
systems were “completely essential” to their operations.
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HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK KEYLESS TECHNOLOGY AND
PROPERTY AUTOMATION SOFTWARE IS TO GUESTS?
50
40
30
20
10
0
Completely essential

Expected, but not
essential

They appreciate it, but
don't expect it

Not important at all

These results show that 17.6% of respondents said that their guests believe keyless technology
and automation is “completely essential”, while a significant 35.3% said it was “expected, but
not essential”. This means that more than half (52%) believe the technology is either “essential
or expected”.
Just 3.5% of respondents said that the technology was “not important at all” to their guests.
These results clearly show that operators and their guests are coming to understand the
importance of these systems, as shown in their response to our question about priorities over
the next 1-2 years.
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When we asked respondents to select which three digital hospitality technologies would be
most important to them in the next 1-2 years, the results were clear:
54.1% said contactless check-in was most important
54.1% said keyless door entry
44.7% said smart home devices (e.g. energy, lighting) that guests can control
32.9% said virtual room service
31.8% said digital concierge service
27.1% said an in-room tablet
21.2% said personalized stays (pre-set preferences for lighting, temperature, etc.)
17.5% said voice-activated AI (e.g. Alexa, Amazon Echo)

WHAT DO YOU PREDICT WILL BE THE MOST IMPORTANT FOR
OPERATORS IN THE NEXT 1-2 YEARS?
Contactless
check-in
Keyless entry
Smart home
devices
Virtual room
service
Digital concierge
service
In-room tablets
Personalized stays
Voice-activated AI

0

20

40

60

Contactless check-in and keyless entry were the highest priority, closely followed by smart
home devices that guests can control—plus virtual room service.
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TREND #5

KEYLESS ENTRY IS ONLY
THE START

Looking at the specific
expectations of guests (rather
than
simply
respondents’
priorities alone), it’s clear that
contactless check-in, keyless
door entry, and smart home
devices are among the major
priorities too.
Similarly, guests do not want the
hassle of downloading an extra app
before they can check in or access
the automated system, and want a
platform they can access directly
from their usual smartphone web
browser.
They also expect in-room access from
a connected device, virtual room
service, and personalized stays.
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WHAT TECH DO YOU THINK GUESTS CURRENTLY EXPECT THE
MOST OUT OF HOTELS AND SHORT-TERM RENTAL OPERATORS?
Contactless
check-in
Keyless entry
Smart home
devices
Web app without
download
In-room tablets
Digital concierge
sevice
Virtual room
service
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20
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40

50

48.2% said that guests currently expect contactless check-in
48.2% said keyless door entry

This is pretty unequivocal: contactless access and keyless door entry are
the absolutely top priorities for both hospitality industry professionals and
guests. First impressions, and easy check-in with no waiting around, are
paramount.
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CONCLUSION

Overall, our findings show
that automated and digital
check-in, in-room services,
and check-out systems are
very much a priority for
respondents, and are of
extremely high importance
when it comes to the hotels’
next moves over the next 1224 months.
Not only can these systems
save money and streamline
operations, but they are also
becoming not just
appreciated, but expected by
guests in a post-Covid world.
Hotels that survive and thrive
will need to adapt swiftly and
confidently to these
changing trends and guest
expectations in the 12
months ahead.
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NEXT STEPS
ABOUT OPERTO
At Operto we take pride in being pioneers
of guest automation, and much more. Our
streamlined, easy-to-install systems are
hyper-connected and designed for today’s
busy, always-online traveler, who wants to
explore on-demand while staying safe in
the post-Covid world.
Our systems enable not only contactless
guest entry, but also personalized and
automated temperature control, and
powerful monitoring features. By
harnessing the power of intelligent and
ingenious technology, and working with
companies as partners, we are
revolutionizing the vacation rental and
hotel landscape, boosting the relationship
between guests and providers, and
ensuring world-class operations at low
cost for excellent guest experiences.
Operto is the ideal partner to help you,
because we use low-cost, existing
hardware within existing systems you
already have, to automate the entire
process without excess costs or
complicated, clunky hardware or software.

“I expect you will see more
property management companies
move towards automating the
majority of the entire short-term
rental process by using
technology more and relying less
on face-to-face interactions.”
With Operto, every stage of the hotel
management process can be overseen
remotely, at the touch of a button, on a
single smartphone or web browser portal.
We believe that the days of the front desk
are numbered, and a keyless, totallyautomated
system
is
the
future.
Automated, digital systems are so much
more than offering check-in without keys.
It’s a full-on digital transformation, with
us as your partners, helping you make the
transition seamlessly and at good value.
Visit Operto.com to learn more or book a
free demo here

Operto works with smart partners and
integrates with devices from leading
companies such as Salto and Yale to make
their implementation fuss-free and easy.
As Vered Schwarz, president and COO at
the Operto’s partner, property management
platform Guesty, says:
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